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Abstract— In the past years large volume of social network been evolved, such as Internet forum networks, citation networks and 
collaboration networks. These networks has strong community structure and the nodes belonging to same community is more similar structure 
than nodes belonging to different communities. Many algorithms and efforts has been taken for highlighting the structure of the network 
which lead to community detection. As there is more issues in community overlapping Node Edge interaction network is used and extended to 
discover dynamic overlapping communities. To resolve all the problems in existing work an effective differential activity based approaches is 
evolved to incrementally to resolve the dynamic overlapping communities in content based network. Educational forum is considered and 
analysed and resolved with the issues related with dynamic overlapping communities. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Data Mining is the extraction of hidden predictive information from large databases, is a powerful new 
technology with great potential to help companies focus on the most important information in their Data 
Warehouses. Data Mining is discovering the hidden values in your Data Warehouse. The steps involved in 
knowledge discovery process are data cleaning, data integration, data selection, data mining, pattern evaluation and 
knowledge representation. Analytical online processing server enables a makes the end-user business more 
sophisticated, to be applied while navigating the data ware house. The multidimensional structures allow the user to 
analyse the data as they want to view their business – summarizing by product line, region, and other key 
perspectives of their business. For embedding OLAP server in ROI focussed business the datamining server must be 
integrated with data warehouse.  

A. NEI-walk Algorithm  

The NEIWalk algorithm can be easily extended to discover dynamic overlapping communities. In the 
algorithm the content based network is mapped to the NEI network. Next initial clustering[8] is performed based on 
performing hitting operation. Using this algorithm the nodes and edges of the new network are captured. After 
capturing the evolving nodes the captured information is updated to the NEI network. After updating the 
information to the NEI network heterogeneous random walk is performed to update with community labels. This 
Algorithm can be easily extended to discover dynamic overlapping communities. The basic idea is directly 
clustering nodes using edge clustering and edge partition mechanism. In the edge partitioning mechanism the nodes 
incident upon the edge are assigned as same cluster label as edge.Similar to n-node clustering the operation of e-
node clustering is performed since the NEI network mechanism is symmetric. 

Transformation of content-based network [6] to Node-Edge Interaction (NEI) is performed in which node 
content; edge content and linkage structure are embedded in a seamless mechanism. Incremental maintenance of a 
NEI network is so close to batch approach and this approach a faster computation speed. As content based network 
evolved I proposed a differential activity based approach to incrementally maintain the NEI network. A transition 
based probability matrix is designed for multi-mode NEI network to capture the semantic effect of different types of 
edges .Based on this proposed approach for extending hitting time and random walk to multi-node NEI network for 
topically meaningful communities which is structured a new dynamic community detection is algorithm is designed 
called as NEIWalk. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Chang Dong Wang, Jian-Huang Lai ,Philips S.Yu[1] proposed NEI network based random Walk  strategy 
for discovering dynamic communities has become increasingly a important task. Most of the algorithms available 
use linkage structures. All the node content and edge content are encoded in the content of the social network which 
is useful in discovering meaningful communities. The main challenge is integrating detect both structurally and 
topically meaningful communities, linkage structure, node content and edge content dynamically in a seamless way. 
Node Edge Interaction (NEI) network where linkage structure, node content and edge content are embedded 
seamlessly.  

Fortunato[2] proposed a mechanism for community detection in graphs. After applying standard community 
detection method each node s characterized according to two adhoc measures each one describes a specific aspect of 
the community-related connectivity. Two important measures are used first to assess the intensity of the general 
node connectivity and next is an adhoc measure, to reflect the number of communities to which it is connected. 
Arbitrary thresholds are used to define 4 distinct roles. This can be mainly used for influence maximization and link 
based classification. 
 Harel and Koren[3] proposed a novel mechanism for clustering based on deterministic analysis of random 
walks on weighted graphs associated with clustering problem. It is used for sharpening inter-cluster edges called 
separators and intra cluster edges.These operators can be used as a stand-alone for some problems, but become 
particularly powerful when embedded in a classical multi-scale framework and/or enhanced by other known 
techniques, such as agglomerative clustering. The resulting algorithms are simple, fast and general, and appear to 
have many useful applications.   

Lovasz[5] had made a analysis in Random walks on graphs in his analysis he analysed with a help of 
example.consider the shuffling of a deck of cards. Construct a graph whose nodes are all permutations of the deck, 
and two of them are adjacent if they come by one shuffle move (depending on how you shuffle). Then repeated 
shuffle moves  correspond to a random walk on this graph. The Brownian motion of a dust particle is random walk 
in the room. Models in statistical mechanics can be viewed as random walks on the set of states. 

 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

A. Overview 

In Automated discovery of social network communities is discovering communities consisting of similar 

users is an important problem and finds application in areas as diverse as sociology, biology, online marketing and 
computer science is very tough. In many existing mechanisms internal density and community structure definition 
are analysed. In my proposed methodology concentration is given in static community detection in evolving content 
based social networks. In the previous techniques available only text based information in social network [4] is 
considered that is not applicable for very high level network connectivity.  

B. Problem definition  

In the existing techniques linkage structure, node content and edge content cannot be embedded together. So 
i propose a Node-Edge Interaction (NEI) network here the node content, linkage structure and edge content are 
embedded in a seamless way. A differential action based methodology is proposed to incrementally keep up the NEI 
organize as the substance based system develops, which is appeared to be near the clump approach with a lot 
quicker PC speed. The proposed NEIWalk technique can be easily extended to discover dynamic overlapping 
communities. Using my proposed technique dynamic community detection problem is solved. Effectiveness and 
efficiency of proposed technique is experimented in two real world dynamic social networks. I have implemented to 
provide user manual of different community. It also focuses on providing the right information without any 
mismatching comments for the post. The functionalities performed is analysed and results are given in following 
sections. Analysis is done in a forum by performing creation and posting, Post categorization, matching post and 
comments and deleting unrelated post. 
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C. Forum creation and Posting 

Initially user needs to register in the forum created. The user login to the forum to post or to categorize the 
comments for the post posted by users.. The prospective member must usually agree to follow certain online rules, 
such as to respect other members and refrain from using profanity. The registered member post the datas in the 
forum with the approval of administrator or moderator. 

D. Post categorization 

The user post and related comments are categorized in to respective section. Based on the keyword in the  
post and comments categorization is performed. A categorized view is organized such that user can view and 
comment in the post. Members posting in the forum can edit their own post, start new topics, post in their choice of 
topics and edit their profile. It is mandatory to categorize the users according to their category to maintain effective 
usage of the forum page. Categorization of users is done by admin using NEI algorithm which is used to detect 
dynamically overlapping[7] community which forms a separate group. 

E. Total workflow 

The entire work flow of categorizing the forum based on the content using NEI is given in following Fig1. 
The following Fig.1 the functionalities of publishing post and comments, checking post and comments with many 
common words. Administrator has rights to add category, adding common words, deleting user, blocking user and 

 
Fig.1 Forum Posting Work  flow 
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viewing post and comment count. Every manipulation what user does will be manipulated in database and using 
NEI  algorithmic strategy there will be a efficient categorization. 

F. Matching and deleting unrelated post 

The users post and comments are verified and only the post related to category is alone published. The 
verification of post and comments are done by matching the post keywords and comment keywords. To get those 
keywords we eliminate the connection words and commonly used words. After elimination the keywords are 
matched and appropriate comments are published in the category view to the user. The unrelated post are deleted by 
admin. The users performing unrelated task are monitored continuously then they are permanently blocked by 
admin. Mismatch of keywords between post and comments are eliminated. If the post does not match with 
comments then it is considered as unrelated comments and eliminated automatically. 

IV. RESULTSAND DISCUSSION 

 
The proposed technique experimented and evaluated with the following software’s Java , Heidi 

SQL  as database and Netbeans as a tool and Tomcat as a web server .The Experimental results are shown 
as follows. The following Fig.2 describes user posting forum with related topics. 

 

Fig.2 User Forum Posting 

The above Fig.2 illustrates User forum posting with related topics. The following Fig.3 represents online forum 
database viewing user details. 
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Fig.3 Online Forum Database 

 The following Fig.4 represents deleting unauthorized post. Admin can view based on category and unrelated 
post related to the category can be deleted. 

 

Fig.4. Deleting Non Relevant Post 

 
The following Fig.5 represents blocking a user. The users performing unrelated task are monitored 

continuously by admin and blocked.  
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Fig.5. Blocking a User 

 

 New categories, new common words and daily view can be performed by administrator. Graphical  
representation indicating all statistics will be clearly shown to illustrate  functionalities performed by admin and user. 

V. CONCLUSION 

 
To achieve dynamic community detection in content based networks mechanism of novel transformation of 

content based network into multimode Node-Edge Interaction(NEI) in which content of the node, structure of the 
link, node content ,edge content are embedded properly. A new dynamic community detection algorithm termed 
NEIWalk is implemented to capture the semantic relationship among various types. Two real world dynamic 
social networks are considered to compute the effectiveness and efficiency. 
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